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Everhot 90 Series
 

 
The Everhot 90 Series is beautifully designed and elegantly proportioned for the modern kitchen. With two
good sized ovens (roasting and slow cooking) and cast iron hot and simmer plates, the 90 series is a
perfect choice for families of all sizes. You have two options to choose from: the Everhot 90+ or Everhot
90i. The width makes these cookers the ideal replacement for traditional ranges, often built to this size. The
easy to use controls are accessed from behind the small cast iron door on the front of the cooker.

View Colours

Everhot 90i

The Everhot 90+ benefits from an additional cast iron simmer plate conveniently located under a second
stainless steel lid. This gives the cooker a beautifully balanced look and provides useful additional cooking
space. If you decide that you do not need the second simmer plate switched on continuously, it is a simple
task to switch it back on when you need it.

The cost of the EVERHOT 90+ is from £6,940

Everhot 90+

The Everhot 90+ benefits from an additional cast iron simmer plate conveniently located under a second
stainless steel lid. This gives the cooker a beautifully balanced look and provides useful additional cooking
space. If you decide that you do not need the second simmer plate switched on continuously, it is a simple
task to switch it back on when you need it.

The cost of the EVERHOT 90+ is from £6,940

Book A Demonstration

Enquire Now

Specifications
Height: 900-1530
Width: 890
Depth: 600-680
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